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onviroaz:ont as the elevator apartnonts ultimately ascribable to

Newton or Euclid .
~# y r L/

Vs must confess that the c:=:_n:' - is Droll-takon. It is

especially so when we learn that the systems of Euclid, Ptolemy,

Newton, and Darwin have boon dostroyod, or modified, or shaken,

or at least strongly criticized . Euclid had his Poinearo, Ptolemy

his Copernicus, Newton his Einstein, and several are currently

contending for the honor with reference to Darwin. Vo must retreat

to our former position and assert that sciontifie systems are true

relative to the use which oulturo .and society may make of them,

that they are true relative to their results in giving man control

over his onvironLent, that they are true temporarily so long as they

form the best means of tying up thousands of discrete findings

sonoornin. man and nature, that they are true so long as most workers

in their fields are inspired by then to thousands of further studios

of the world . Notice, however, that we are not saying truth is

relative, but that systems purporting to dcscribo truth are relative*

The former question is beyond the scope of this boot.=, but we are

mightily interested in discovering syatciatic variations in

political phenomena, institutions, parties, elections, constitutions

and others*

Political Science, like the other human sciences, suffers from

a plethora of systems and a consequent almost complete unsystematization

of most of its data and findings . Both Platonists and Maohiavollians

are vary much alive in the modern area of politics, not to mention

other systematic viewpoints . As a result practically ovary finding

in Political Science ray be . challenged by some influential group as

not being intelligible or useful. But more of that later, for we
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evolence of some cynic, the inadvertence of some optimist,

or the benevolence of some pessimist . I submit that no such

discoveries, nor any others that physical science could

possibly make, could avail to remedy ou" condition . I would

go further and assert that every step of progress physical

science may make in the near future can only add to our

dangers and perplexities ; for every step of such progress

must increase the top-heaviness and the lop-sidedness which

are the radical faults of our civilization*

#I have no wish to belittle the achievements of physical

science . They are immense and altogether admirable . I am

concerned only to bring home to the minds of my readers the

indisputable fact that the very successes of physical science,

leading, as they have done and inevitably must do, to rapid

and violent changes in all our modes of living, are producing

a state of affairs that is ever more unstable and dar_-arous,

which urgently needs some large scale corrective such as

physical science, no matter how successful, is, in the nature

of things, unable. t o supply*" William McDougall, :World Chaos,

The Responsibility of Science, pp. 50-51 .

Political Science, properly construed, can excite in its

disciples the attitudes and skills competent to begin rectifying

the imbalance of the sciences *
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is to knov. about the world on n vcry va;ue &.nJ :eneral level, and

also to do little things as well nos the :, ,-t ::inne

on the most general level, common sense becomes a collection

of ...~ -ct~_ca11Sr useless r,?'

	

_"o 1.~ say -1r-s'+pr~.,

	

r~J .

uA man should look before he leapsn, but u're who hesitates is lost . ; :

T_ia proof of the truth of the sayin5 or _;ereralizaticn Is uncontrolled

and ex host facto, and depends on the success of the act . If the

man leaped but fell, °he should have looked ; if :c was caught before

he leaped, he should not have hesitated so long . To strike closer

to home, :here is the saying, that unoth ng is more uncommon than

co on sense .u :Vlhatever the defects of all of these statements or

folk laws, we realize a certain truth in the experience they refer

back to . If we could get all the exceptions somehow includes in

the formula, we would not need that contradictory sayinc- and there

would be an exact corresoordence between

	

„-_`n t s successes and his

observance of the formula . Then the for: :'~;la c o'uld be Passed around

and applied everywhere, either by consititi~_ tccr: .~ :.ians, Ir- .1 ;.4.1

were too complicated, or by ordinary rien t'henselves . gut i n thato

case it would be what .:e call science ; an exact ordering o f relation-

ships ., potentially applicable to achievir -ants ends .

Common sense on little this s, too, aims ultimately at science .

It tries to suppose that all men see all objects in the external

world alike and that there is no excuse for differing over sensory

data . The phenomena of the world, its rocks, trees, w8ters, houses,

and men, are truly real . wen have been far too su0Ce3s=u1 in

mastering their environment to doubt the testi .nor_y of their so nses .

It is easier to doubt every other conceivable thing . Yet we must

realize that the so-called five senses might have been ten or fifteen



or only one and in each or tiaose cases •rte wolzld have ejected

an,L;rily any five-sense intruder who sad a different world . ::e

certainly would not have been credited with having common sense .

For many purposes of life and thought, this common sense moves

into science and gives it a phenomenoloSical base . The data about

man and the world k:-. ordered so as to be intelligible in terms of

the senses . Generalizations -re related to this ureal worldu .

Large elements of common sense, natural science and social science

survive and flourish by solving problems on this crutch .

There is, however, a major e;:ception . Kost people)w::ile

accepting the verdict of their senses absolutely,, will, at the Sarre

time, hold to the existence of supersense . Religion is the most

important manifestation of this belief . In order to understand

religion, men must be prepared to reject the claim of common sense

to be universally valid, even after it has been transforrded into

wrist seems to be a universally applicable science . Gee and miracles

must be imown, if they can be

	

ovm at 411, by -.:ea_~_s other than the

senses and the categories thereof . Fait:, intuit ;_e ,

	

d miracles

are then the crutch supporting man's red to understcn." and order

the universe . The sensory part of commor, sense and scien% e may

still claim their due in the study of the custDms and institutions

derived from religious belief - churches, sects, ancestor worship,

magic, or architectural styles be they totem-poles, pagodas, or

cathedrals .

Science and common sense, therefore, have much in co? :raon .

Science is more orderly, that is, methodical ; it is more self-

conscious, that is, aware of its limitations and concrete objectives .

,':ithin the sphere of its competence, science gives splendid results



in rran. t s attempt to orient the world . But arn enormous stretch of

affairs lies beyond science's inrediate grasp, and here the art of

intelligent guessing remains supreme . iiere common sense 'furbles

over intricate relationships and requires individual aptitudes and

art to satisfy the desire to order and control . One here proceeds

with scant help from laboratories, tested formulas, repeated

exneri`~ents, or provable and recorded experiences . He must educate

himself to study man and nature and to clacsiLy and categorize their

data and to allow for expected occurrences, yet the tools of

comunication have not been perfected enou h to allow an exactly

equivalent transfer of such knowleu C;e to another man . Such is the

situation in almost all of the social or human sciences and much of

the natural sciences . Knowledge is scanty, vague, and incorrnun icable .

Yet something may and indeed must be done in this area, for the most

important problems of mankind are there `_nzLwie . I's Aristotle

said, uIt is the mark of an educated mar. to loo •._ ~or precision in

each class of things just so far as the nature of the sab,i,ect admits .ir

Can we not say then, b'y way of su .-n-nax , thr_t :i-cn mas employed

universally his common sense to the orderiro of the world ; that

cor.:mon sense has solved many problems but fa+led out of vagueness

and dogmatism in the solution, of many others ; that science has taken

up the torch and lighted up clearly many of the old areas ; that far

more remains to be done than has been done, especially in` the study

of human relationships ; and that' -. :meanwhile a partial science or an

educated intelligence must guide men .

The Ways Scientists Work

How does the scientist go about getting this orderly and precise

picture of the world often extending over into an ability to predict



the future behavior of objects and relationships, something which

conmnon sense and ordinary study has never been able to do? He does

it by a series of procedures called a the sc ientii is methodu . Those

are designed to prevent human frailties from interfering with the

correct analysis of a social or physical situation and the

communication of the correct analysis to other men . They may be

grouped generally into procedures concorr_ n the data being

studied, combinations of the data, checkin- and comparing the

relations of the data to the combinations or generalizations,

stating the findings precisely and communicably, and generalizing

or synthesizing two or more findings . This last process culminating

in a usystemu of connected, intelligible, and useful relationships,

from which other scientists may work down into new materials with

a ahead startu . A field of human or natural relationships is known

and new data in the generai field will fall Into place more easily .

Many questions may be asked of the

more quickly and with less effort .

The Data

The naive person assumes that the scientific process begins

with the raw materials of experience ; the -acts of life leap out at

one and he need only group them logically, test them, report on

them in order to complete his t---ata . No field of science ever

develops so simply . True, certain events happen so regularly that

they may be predicted and people may adjust to their consequences .

Thus, all men are mortal and this social generalization is so true

that none but the most fantastic sort of wishful thinkinrr, has ever

deemed it needful of more controlled investigation . Also, certain

system an their answers Dive :.



facts of physical geograoay are perfectly obvious to residents of

a local area, what mountains and rivers exist, what crops will and

will not grow, when the rains and the snows come usually . Simple

and useful generalizations may be made about this type of fact . But

with these seemingly simple facts are associated human needs and

desires which are not so simple . Are man living longer now? How

can life be prolonged? Can life be created? Or when precisely will

the rains come? When trees sre cut in the mountains to grow the

crops, do the rivers flood their banks in the spring? These questions

are in the same broad area of facts but require a much closer

gathering of the evidence, a much closer scrutiny of the environment

and indeed a concern over what is a fact and what Is not . Now we

see more clearly what science encounters in the gathering of data .

Firstly, facts do not stand out of their own accord . They must have

some relation to the men which makes them interesting . The census

of property and humans waited on the tax needs of the king . Secondly,

what are relevant facts depends on the general question which is

bein,; asked and how ambitious the question is . Many uirrelevoAtu
r-

facts were ignored ,about tar oils-before perfumeries found thea .

relevant . Thirdly, facts pertainir_g to the same event nay be of all

sizes, shapes, and degree of subtility . u:oantain-peak snow

measurements might be marc useful bah. . harder to get than bank

measurements, but both ri •̂7

t

facts are likely to be so numerous and elusive t at proce .:ures must

be devised to define them and record them precisely . Election figures

must be gathered in detail, election after election, in order to

have a field of facts to work over, and as many compair, speeches

as possible must be written down to preserve their character as evidence .
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The gathering of data then is in most problems that conern

sciance r.o simple picking of daisies in a field one happens to

wander into . There are cultural reasons why one is in the field

in the first place and as soon as he is in it to the extent of being

active, he is asking questions of it . So one is usually in

relationship to his data before he

now see his data with new eyes and

of course, that new data appear to

different form and relationships .

he is making notations, counting facts,

them, translating them into

looking for new data in all

questions as he goes along and

~r:ill look afterwards . No, the

matter how abstruse, with a

Although at this stage, his

data and he may gather in

the final questions to be

certain kinds of data and

symbols and

is a scientist . iie must only

this very process often means,

him and old evidence assumes

It would be foolish to think that

defining them, tabulating;

other short-hand references,

sorts of new places without asking any

without having some idea how the

problem and some possible answers .

mind may be op-en to all sorts of new

more or less than i° necessary

cs?sed, his

closes off

scientist goes into every

very interest opens

other kinds and h i s

field, no

}. : answer

up t o aim

most,

elementary ways of tcbulatinS the simple data have reference to a

possible answer . He must lift himself by his own bootstraps from

the very beginnin g of his operations .

Later on, when a field has already been establishes , when questions

have been tentatively answered, when something of a system is present

in an area of knowledge, he may Feel more assured about the

ollection of data . Vast censuses may be taken of well-defined

oo ;;ects . Telescopes may be trained automatically on the heavens and

their views filmed . A crew of men may be left to dig for months on

facts
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the site of an ancient city . Thousands of students may be asked

the details of their lives . gut already the frames of inquiry arc

Lakin- shape . Already the beginnings of hypothesization are present .

Combining and Checking t.-.e Data

From the very beginnings of science in conon sense, men have

taken f or granted vitally im portant hypotreses . The world is real,

and what all agree Qn is true . In addition, man is so conditioned

by his culture that at certain times,ao is interested in certain

problems to the exclusion of others . Or to put it another way,

certain needs are felt at one period in history which are not felt

;r_ another . Or to put it still another way,- his very ways of coping

with his needs and interests, his scientific stills, if you :,rill,

are a ptoduct of a set of historical circu:astances which deterraine

whether or not needs and interests will be accompanied by tae

appropriate skills . This is c--llcd cultural determination and is

true of all aspects of human affairs, the var ous fields of science

included . ;fhy it is true is beyond relevance to our book and to our

powers as well . It is a most important conte ption, however, in

urd~erstandin why neod . felt at one tine Ln history are not so .each

i.: evidence at other tires, .w `j politics systems cone and gm, and

by scientific progress characterizes certain : es more 'c han others .

is the basic or primitive level of hypot~.csization . ::11

from the 1lost untutored to the most abstract

ideas in dependence upon it .

Tae second level of byp of esis is ;:ore f am l i a.r . : cl e t o use

of the word hypothesis is strict . An hypothesis is a tentative

_answer of a problem to be studied . It is a r

	

4--
A. <.. li V statement about the
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world . It is framed in advance in order to make compact and clear

the area of study and the nature of the problem, and in order to

shape the utility of the study in the direct :Lon of other pre--existing,

related studies . The small boy with ais chemistry set is typical

of one who has no clear hypotheses . He simply mixes the chemicals

to see what will happen . The scientist tries to know in advance

what h e is after and then procecc_,s to test the hypothesis by a

variety of accurate, meaningful and controlled observations . If

what he observes shows the hypothesis to be false, its tentative

answer must be abandoned . If there are indications that the

hypothesis was too broadly stated, he must restate it and recheck

the evidence . Or he might also be led to -makenew hypothesis by

bertain suggestive combinations of the materials which occurred

during the observations .

But already, as this process of verification of the hypothesis

is going forward, the scientist is reasoning inductively and

deductively . That is, his observations lead him to question the

hypothesis, to modify it, to hi k of other ' .; got =eses . And also,

h

	

.

	

-hypotheses+s yyo . P is, plus other half- 'Lor-. .-.-d hypotheses rest•: ing from

past experiences and learning, intrude on his observations -,rcause

him to group them along certain lines and to resect some data in

preferenoe to other data . Thus he recsons both from the observations

to the principle and from the principle to the observations . As

this orocecs occurs, the study gets sharoer and more vibrant with

meaning . Finally he is ready to warrant to the world that his

hypothesis is true and no longer tentative . Fie is confident that

if other men wish to reduplicate his efforts they will come to the

same conclusion . Very often, his truth is of such a kind that it
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may be used to predict similar events or results even without the

benefit of the sort of painsta ._tn- labor he ouploy,ed to prove his

single case .

jhen conditions will allow, and this sort of procedure is

uncommon in the social sciences, he will take an hypothesis,

partially substantiated by field work on human or natural processes

and transport it into the laboratory . Setting up a uduplicationnn

or umodelu of the natural process, he will test the hypothesis under

mo.--e severe controls . This uexperimental methodu, which has had

great success in certain areas of physics, chemistry, and animal

biology, can often provide a surer measure of the relation. of the

data to the hypothesis than can the field method .

Reporting the findings

'Ne have already • menticnned that the proven hypothesis, the

truth, must be valla under a~_~.c ,ly co .:.ps a : Ie standards in another

:situ-a'.ion . Another -an must be able to come up ~witi: the samesa:ie

results after going through the same process s_ study . This means

that the finding or truth ust be co ::~_;;nicable

little value would be a finding if it could not be phrased in such

a

	

that Other men could be capable of understandi n_ its meaning,

and its limitations . Furthermore, the utility of the finding

aenends on its capacity to be transferred to other . situations ; ot} r--

wise it does not give other men the short cut or the head start

they must have to build any body of science . Partly the problem

is one of drafting the finding in words which have axtiact moAning

to other Len engaged in similar work :__

as ::r 1l as true . Of



But partly also the problem becomes a basic one : whore scientists

do not share similar interests and ideas as to what is important,

words themselves will be drowned in the dusty files of scientific

periodicals ; the scientists conceive the field to be studied differently

and select only findings which fit their notions . This fact is not

wholly willfulness on the part of some unscientific scientists* It

has to do with the nature of systematized knowledge . In order to

relate the many parts of a whole field of knowledge such as physics

or politics, someone must draw together widely scattered findings

and leap over many pertinent but unexplored problems in order to

frame the whole field in: , a ::co=on sot of objectives and terms . A

battle of titans takes place . The winner sets the conditions for

scientific progress in the field for some time . Thus did Euclid

for Geometry, Ptolemy for Astronomy, Nowton for Mechanical Physics,

Darwin for Biology. Their utruthsa roducod whole areas of reality

to a common denominator for long periods of ti:,.o, and technology rad

culture of many men felt their effects . In the cases of Newton and

Darwin, for example, the moanings thoir systems had for a particular

societies burgeoned into myriad ramifications .

Tho Syatens

The reader nay pause here to ask : Why have only natural
scientists been named? Whore is Plato in Polities, or Machiavelli?

V.-hare is Paul in Christianity, P quinas in Catholicism, Calvin in

Puritanism? Whore is Willinm James in Psychology? They all had

systems which ordered the world or groat parts of it . They all had

followers by theemillions who worked assiduously according to their

methods and erected gigantic movements as important to the
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:.:en are interested in ti-.akin- senseu out of

with other men and the objects of the non-bumph world . Ther feel

that their lives will be made easier, their problems lesser, their

futures more secure, if only they can bring order to everything .

They want to put men and things into their proper places in relation

to each other so that they can ;-o about t: eir ordinary affairs in

_freedom and security, kno~7rinf; that the world is a stable, controllable

thing . But the pursuit of the goal Qg^ravates the sane syrp'ccms that

cause the pursuit in the first place . For, in trying to make sense

out of the world, all phenomena, mental or physical, from_ God rimcelf

to the stones, become objects of thought and dispute .

During most of history and over most of the world t s area, the

struggle for understanding has occurred under poor auspices . Few

men hive eirerged _.roi:. vest real-_ o" teco ::ron senseu to present

an intelligible picture of whet the wo -0_.: __ 1_ . ._

	

of what t o

their relationships

would ought to be . Common sense' meanr:hi e, ord :;r :. universe

for us, and we ought peeha s to have ; ,o--Le- Idea of who ; It 1S . This

vague phrase, often used in a favorable -::ay in o -ar time, denotes

two major Ideas, that of folk knowle :7 ;,e which all ?CUAlc' arc Sue pUS ed

to have, nr__1 that of particular, specialized know1c 1- e *n. :::hatever

operation a man may be interested in L7erforr! .4_ng . A laundry-'1, :̂n iG

accused of lacking common sense when he `LVA;s

	

io many _f his

customers and also when he neglects to chpnge the water used to

wash socks before washing shirts . Pnd so with the pol itIci n who

believes he is too righteous to car.:paign for o_'feice z:- : :a .notaer who

e

	

+;,outs .__ ;,'_ ;, Innermost thoughts into writing. . Tc have comic : ae ::~ ,
i
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have yet to trace the broad outlines of the history of science

oulturo .

The Historical Relations of Science and Culture

It would be hard to defend the statonont that modern man in

Europa and America is a more rational being than man of ten or fifty

thousand years ago. In the first place, ono would be hard put to

say definitely what-he means by the word srationalir . Do we moan

that he knows more about the world in facts? That'he has greater

control over raw nature? That ho has more comforts? That his

methods of getting what he wants are more effective? All of thea*

things are true to a certain extent. But if one thinks of some of

the most important things in lifo, they appoc::r not to have benefited

vary much from these accomplishnonts : the i ::__:ily,, individual and

social adjustment, the community, tho concili .tion of r ligion and

life, universal participation in the erts . ,`sthropolc _ 's have

studied societies that soon to give their no :bors more of those

values than we give to our own pooplo, although they are most

deficient in the first kind of controls*

Tho problem is indocd vary perplexing and perhaps we ought not

to worry about the word urationalu too nuoh . Perhaps tie may define

it and keep the definition in mind as wo study political institutions

and devices . t o will call irrational politics*, political activities

which soon to be directed, as best re can porceivo, towards the

maximum adjustment of as many individuals as possible to the ends

of their society so far as those ends may be drawn into the future *

Except for one small clarification, wo will lot the definition

survive as best it can in the materials to cone . 1:o do wish to way,

however, that by ends we moan not remote, unattainable goals, which

and
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are sot up in sharp contradiction to so-called unoansu, but rather

the many discreet stops by which a community may feel its way towards

a lar,,e measure of adjustment and virtuous activity for all its

members .

Taking such a definition of rational conduct, we can afford a

little scepticism over the presumed growth of rationality in history.

Tie can see our own times in a little better perspective . And we can

understand a little better the historical relationships among science,

religion and polities . It is interesting to note that just about

ovary society of which we have any knowledge has had sone special-

isation in three categories of hursn affairs centering around

science, religion and politics . In prirnitiva comunities it is not

at all uncommon to encounter the custodian of n gie, the custodian

of the spirits, and the custodian of the co=munity welfare . The

medicine man is expected to control the physical world, the priest

the spiritual world, and the chief the tribe's affairs . Thus before

the dawn of history, the important work of the cor---unity centered

around the important needs of the individual . There was no sharp
cloavago between the individual and society, something peculiar to

branches of modern thought where the individual is supposed to be

in direct conflict at all times with the state, a situation,

incidentally that has led to excesses on the part of both individual
and state .

Perhaps even more important, there was no doubt that the throe

a,encies of the community had definite social functions to perform.

Thera was no pure science, religion or polities, for thoir own sake .

Each had a workaday role to perform, and each was socially responsible



fer its functions * We cannot imagine that abuses of functions and

excesses of authority were any leas co=on than they are today,

but we nay believe that the privileges of functional specialisation

were accompanied by the duty of responsibility to the community.

This condition characterised the early city-states of the

Mediterranean world, our first ample source of materials on political

affairs . Tho empires of the Egyptians, Persians, Babylonians, and

Assyrians were not comparable to our modern nation states, but

were loosely administered congeries of localities, paying tribute

in slaves and assessments to distant conquerors . Important

scientific discoveries were being made by the Egyptians and

Babylonians ; geometry, astronomy, and mechanics made their impresa

on the conduct of business, agriculture and everyday life . They

also had their place in the magic and ceremony of the times . From

the Near East and Crete magical, religious and political influences

moved into the cities of the Greek peninsula and vrestaard to the

Phoonecian and Greek settlements in North Africa and Italy .

From the Greeks have come dov'n sophisticated syste s of

philosophy and knowledge in practically every modern branch of

learning . It is difficult to assess the combination of cultural

habits which produced the remarkable development of the arts and

sciences in this small area several centuries before Christ .

Co=unication with many different cultures at the same time had

something to do with it, most probably . Significantly, too, none

of the trilogy of magic, religion and politics embraced the other

two in iron bonds of prejudice or repression . The market in idoaa

was exceptionally free .



Science dopended on n gic, magic on religion and politics .

The ends of science were useful (that is, political, for the Greeks

considered politics as the whole art of living in a community), and

they were religious, designed to give man a better estimate of his

future world and the nature of the gods . Vie find Plato regretting

the fact that in the education of the rulers of his Republic, f, aolid

geometry cannot yet be used because "no government patronises them

. . .That, however, would be otherwise ,if the whole State became the"

director of these studies and gave honor to them; then disciples

would want to come, and there would be continuous and earnest

search, and discoveries would be made ; since even now, disregarded

as they are by the world, and maimed of their fair proportions, and

although none of their votaries can tell the use of them, still

these studies force their way by their natural charm. . .a
Plato is concerned too that the beneficiaries of education in

the sciences and philosophy - the skilled in geometry, stateeraft,

and dialectics - use their skills only for the benefit of the

community . Separation of science, religion and politics would be

unthinkable to him. His ruling class is at one and the same time

scientist and philosopher . Restraints against the abuse of function

are provided for through the educational process . No one can achieve
his ruling class without self-control over his passions and

appetites .

Wa do not find in the Greeks the separation of po:rer for

safety's sake which we find in our own times - where it is widely

believed that politics, science, and religion must be kepapart,

governing themselves without reference to each other . Nor do we

find that insistence upon the isolation of the three elements in
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the next great period which is significant for our purposes - the

middle ages . There again, science, politics, and religion uclearedu

through each other. But here the results were not so pleasing to

the ages that followed. For ever since the Renaissance, many men

have looked upon the middle ages as the dark ages . Some have

pointed the finger of scorn at the times, labeling them the age of

militarism. Others have called them the age of dogmatic theology .

Others have named them the age of superstition . They have felt that

the combination of the three in thought and action meant the abasement

of all three . At the same time, the prophets of the new world, first

in Italy, then in Germany, Spain, France, the Lowlands, and England,

idealized the Greco-Roman period where politics, religion and science

walked apsce .

Yet, when it came to order modern society, beginning in the

Eighteenth Century, the new leaders thought to keep the three forever

separate, believing that the corruption of each came from the

pernicious influence of the other tuo . The good society was to be

the society free of church and science, the good church was the

church separated from society and science, and the true science was

the isolated study of nature and man freed from ethical or social

considerations .

But culture refuses to be so out up . If -men try to segregate

and isolate its essentials elements, it works at deeper, more subtle

levels to unify human behavior . Science may still modify the culture

but is meanwhile culturally directed ; its ends and facilities are

provided in large part by its unseen partners of politics and

religion.. And so it is with the partners . But all the while, the

refusal to let any of the partners treat with each other and the
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persistent denial of the need for an orientation of the three in

terms of each other have precipitated many unwholesome conditions :

a politics without ethics, a religion without social effect, a

science without balance .

To lay doubts at the feet of the dogma of separation does not

lay open all human activity to a naked struggle for supremacy by

one activity over all others . Such an accusation would imply that

there are only two solutions open to all human adjustment

d©spotism or anarchy . Rather, speaking on the defensive, one should

insist that a great variety of circumstances and events account for

the particular malappropriation of authority by any one function in

his torye The influence of religion on politics or on science, or

vice versa, is only one circumstance in the picture . Galileo' :

physical science researches were received in a friendly manner by

high church officials before a veritable social movement lost him

their support and almost his life . By contrast, Thomas Hobbes,

scientist and political philosopher, regretted the a itation of the

democratic preachers of the Great Revolution in 17th Century England,

stating : aHad it not been much better that those seditious ministers,

which were"not perhaps 1000, had been all killed before they had

preached?a Popular outcry sent Socrates to his death . The Roman

Republic tried but did not succeed in saving the scientist, Archimedes,

from perishing in the looting of Syracuse . Tennessee Biblical

fundamentalists banished the teaching of Darwin's evolutionary

theories . Many French Revolutionaries, some of their leaders

scientists, encouraged the massacre of priests . So the total story

is a mixed one, hardly capable of being stzmmcd up in a slogan to

keep the church, the state and science completely separate .



Speaking now more positively, it would seem that the best

results would occur if one agrees to the essential integrity of

culture and its main parts, and then proceeds to work out a suitable

division of labor . To each his own, but to all the function of

socially responsible work .

In terms of consequences, this would mean : that the state not

deny to religion its custodianship over the spiritual aspirations

of men; that science should not deny its responsibilities to the

comunity; and that the state should have community ends as its

objects . In more specific terms, so far as science is concerned,

both the natural and human sciences should aim at goals consonant

with and related to the ends of the community. And, so far as the

state is concerned, its own ends are defeated when it employs to the

utmost the techniques of the natural sciences, and relegates to the

shadows the social sciences . Popular feelings, permeating some

of the most influential minds, treat spacial aspects of the natural

sciences like a spoiled daughter, see no faults in her s do not ask

her to have any morality, and give her all the party dresses she

likes, while the other children are considered to be inhorontly

wicked before they ever utter a word and, by being dressed in rags,

are made to feel as if they deserve only rags*

In a book written some years before the descent of an atomic

bomb on Hiroshima, a writer declared :

11,

-19 .

And if some physicist were to realize the

brightest dream of his kind and teach us to unlock : the

energy within the atom, the whole race of man would live

under the threat of sudden destruction, through the mal-
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